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Wish-accident
By Rachel O’Neill

I have a feeling some artists have been and still are very familiar with the wish-accident, and how it falls 
in and out of tradition. I am constantly surprised by the perseverance of the wish-accident, and how it 
continues to be so vocal in certain artistic practice. 

Take this phrase found beneath paintwork on the stairwell in Studio C11  

Like all wishes it made noise like an accident.

You won’t find the definition of wish-accident in a regular dictionary. !ere are things that come close to 
what a wish-accident is and what it does and how it does what it’s presumed to do, but let us get to the 
definition first:

wish-accident |wi sh – aksident|
verb-noun [ mostly trans. ]

serious wish-accident| [with clause ] He considered the most recent 
wish-accident to have been the most flavorsome.

I wish-accident it to be clearly understood.

wish-accidented her every success.

---

Raewyn Martyn kindly gave me and another interested party a tour of her work as featured in the joint 
 Landing

sampling of stains involved in the work had been done.2 

surface architecture of the stairwell. She used a set of base colours, forms and ‘dirty’ skills derived from 
the kind of stain-history available to the eye. Acrylic, dirt and water were then applied or removed from 
the space as necessary. 

I imagined the process to be a rather idiosyncratic way of using colour test-pots—admittedly test-pots that 
you manufactured yourself and only used when you needed to ‘degrade’ your home or work environment.
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Looking around I could see a tile that had been replaced by a square of canvas that was fast accumulating 
marks from shoes and streaks from less obvious trespassers. On the floor there were spots that the artist 
had burnished, not so much to reveal a history of paint underneath as to reveal a future, an opening. 
Each opening had a strange quality to it—like a coin squished underneath a train, comical and still 
warmly dangerous.

A large piece of canvas was also compressed against the side wall of the stairwell, and painted to blend 

neither giving away any secrets with a blush, nor intentionally withholding information—it was simply 
behaving like something newly ‘out in the open’. !ere, but somewhat unverifiable.

!e three of us spoke in fits and starts about the limits or opportunities of interaction between a viewer 
and these ‘paintings’. !e body, or evidence of its passage, was absorbed by the materials in some cases, like 
the marks building on the square of canvas. In other cases the body was rejected in favour of premeditated 
intervention, as with the added stains, or newly missing splotches, or watercolour patches on the Linoleum 
floor and the woodwork that led up to the gallery proper.

Admittedly much of this was invisible even to someone like myself who has used the stairwell for years. 
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pinhole or floor tile. Admittedly we do like to try and control stains when they do come to our attention 
or are deemed to need tidying up. 

“I am interested in the relationship between my colour sampling activity and the way that 
plein air painters approached colour within the environment/landscape. !e values attached 

leisurely ways of being...”

!e aesthetic quality was litmus-like. !e autonomy of this aesthetic to stand alongside my impression 
that something underhand was going on was most startling. !ough the window itself seemed a less 
dynamic challenge to what it might mean to fall back on old adages like the body, painting, alchemy and 
science, there was something crucial in the relation of the window’s vapidity and the stairwell’s veracity 
of openness—of technique, of interpretation, of process.

and later on my own body and my musings about the work’s prismatic activities

Out in the open, each wish-accident
rises; we are exposed, and each wish-accident 
rises—a wily wind that takes us beyond slowness
into the air. 

Let us not forget about the air. Air dries paint, carries dirt, and lets ideas take up space and time. Raewyn 
Martyn’s wish-accident, that aspect of the show that was speechless but profound in its limits, was to me 

dreamed of, here and in the future

Close you eyes and wish-accident.

Raewyn Martyn’s practice sees her specialise in the words ‘wish’ and ‘accident’ and how they might form 
a plentiful alliance. 

Period of Witnesses that 
    subsequently led to the ambiguous saying, ‘a wish-accident is devoid of assistance and broken into rooms’.
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